TIPS
BEFORE
MOVING

Inspection of
Return
your apartment your keys

Important
to remember

When you move out,
we will do an inspection of your apartment.
At the inspection
we check the status
and cleaning of your
apartment. Please,
book your inspection
in good time ahead.
Contact us for booking
the inspection, phone: 011-21 16 70 or
by e-mail: info@studentbo.se (specify date and time).
When you leave your home, it
needs to be thoroughly cleaned and
in a well-maintained condition. Associated spaces such as storage and
common kitchen shall be emptied
and cleaned.
If you don´t pass the inspection
you must correct the errors. Re-inspection costs, at the moment, 200
SEK. If the cleaning is not sufficient
at the inspection, you will be charged
the cleaning fee, carried out out by a
cleaning company.

All equipment belonging to the apartment is to be left in good condition.
Router and/or TV-box borrowed
by the broadband operator are to
be be returned to the operator. Not
returned units are charged by the
operator. Router/CPE and TV-box at
Kvarngatan 3, Nygatan 61 and Södra
Grytsgatan 5 belongs to the apartment.
Do not leave anything that doesn´t
belong to the apartment. If you are
unsure what is included, contact
Studenbo.
Remove the nametags from the
postbox and the apartment door.
Holes and damages to the wall
must be corrected before inspection.
Putty, grind and paint any holes. Not
corrected damages may be charged to
you as a tenant.
All lamps and fluorescent lamps
should work. Broken lights sources
are charged.
The entire apartment needs to be
cleaned. Use the checklist as a guide.
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Studentbos inspector takes care
of the keys at the inspection. All
apartment keys, postbox keys and
electronic tags needs to be returned
to Studentbo.
If you have a mechanical lock and
are missing a key, we will need to
change the lock. You will be charged
the cost of the lock change. If you
have an electronic lock or an iLOQlock, you will be charged the cost of
the replacement key.

Visiting address
Bredgatan 46
600 47 NORRKÖPING

Contact info
info@studentbo.se
011-21 16 70

Web
http://www.studentbo.se

Checklist

- help when moving out from Studentbo

Kitchen /
Kitchenette

Bathroom /
WC

Other
rooms
О Floor and baseboards: Clean, mop
and remove stains.

О Fridge/freezer: Defrost and
disconnect cord. Pull out fridge/
freezer, clean rear, top, sides, and
front. Vacuum backside free from
lint. Clean inside, remove and
clean all accessories. Leave the
doors open.
О Stove: Pull out the stove, clean
the front, the back and the sides. Loose oven door and clean
between. Clean oven, oven rack,
hobs and oven plates. Oven,
hobs and plates needs to be
completely clean. Use steel wool
and/or recommended detergent to
clean oven rack, hobs and plates.
Use a click scraper to clean the
stovetop.

О Luminaires/lamps: Clean the
lamp cups. Replace broken lamps
and fluorescent lamps.
О Doors and frames: Wipe the front
door, interior doors and all door
frames. Don´t forget the edges.
О Tiles and walls: Thoroughly cleaned. Make sure that all lime has
been removed.

О Wardrobes, drawers and cabinets:
Shelves and drawers are cleaned
and dried inside and outside.

О Shower: Clean walls, floor, shower
mixer, soap cup and pipes.

О Windows: Open and clean all
sides. Don’t forget to clean widow
frames and window sills.

О Draining gutter: Remove the cover
and clean both cup and lid.

О Walls and ceiling: Clean and remove stains.

О Toilet: Clean the toilet, inside and
out.

О Radiator: Clean all sides of the
radiator, including the backside.

О Bathroom cabinet and mirrors:
Clean the cabinet and polish the
mirrors.

О Power outlet and switches: Clean
with a slightly damp cloth. Warning! Plugs and switches can be
powered when contacted with
water.

О Washbasin: Clean inside and
outside. Don´t forget the faucet,
siphon and pipes.
О Exhaust air: Vacuum and dry.
О Water pipes: Clean.
О Cooker hood: Clean the inside
and outside of the cooker hood.
Clean the filter.

О Lamps: Remove loose cups and
clean.

О Kitchen cabinet: Wipe and clean,
all sides. Do not forget the edges
of the cabinets.

О Storage: Empty and clean your
storage. Don´t forget to remove
the padlock.

О Kitchen sink: Clean sink, sink
wall and dustbins.

О Balcony: Empty the balcony and
clean.

О Lamps: Remove loose cups and
clean. Do not forget any fluorescent lamps above the sink.

О Cabinet fridge/freezer in common
kitchen: Empty and clean your
cabinets as well as your space in
the fridge/freezer in the common
kitchen.

О Cutting board: Clean both top and
bottom.
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